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The Trust industry in this country has experienced the reconsolidations and 
reorganizations for several times since the restoration of the Trust System since 1976. 
But the reality of the Trust business’ goal is still under uncertainty and unclearly. This 
main course still under the clouds and can not get the conclusions for the reality 
solutions. The existing confusions and arguments in the theory and ideal aspects 
which shadows  the developments of the Trust industry in this country.  Although, 
there are more than dozens of “Trust Investment Companies” have engaged the new 
guiding lines for the business after the merged and registrations. The brightness future 
for the Trust industry is still under the question marks and filled with the variable on 
the initiation stage.  
This article attempts to analyze and compare the Trust industry in USA, England 
and Japan from the society, economic and historical point of view. It expects that may 
search after the regularity and typical patens in the developing stages in this industry 
from pre-existing the Trust industry in other countries. It will be very helpful to gain 
the experience and take as the references for our developing the Trust industry from 
other countries.  
This article combines the detailed analysis and comparison based on the 
emergence, development, foundations and background for each nation unique 
conditions. It conducts the systematically research and comparison under the legal 
system of the Trust, supervisory system, the governance mode of the Trust 
organization and the Trust business for above countries. It also studies the current 
trends and future tendency for the International Trust industry developments. As well 
as the influence of the International Financial industry in relation to the core Trust 
industry.  
This article thoroughly examines the emergence and development of our Trust 
industry, based on the foundation of its historical and in present situation. It carries 
out the deeply analysis for the existing process and aiming the questions for the 
circumstance of the Trust industry in this country.  It attempts to draw a set of 
guidelines for our developing the Trust industry under the condition of perfected 
social credit environment. It has also pointed out that under the predefined perfected 














that our present stage of Trust industry should be established by the legal Entity Trust 
primarily.  Then build up other forms of Trust as auxiliary development patterns and 
models.  
This article simultaneously argues the viewpoints of the Trust industry is neither 
formed from the gathering of "the Trust Investment Companies", nor is the grouping 
of the managing Trust business .It not the result of operating the Trust business as its 
own unique form of management from the other financial business. This also depends 
on the international trust business development tendency and to unify our country’s 
culture and real conditions. It proposes the different forms of trust business to be 
carried out by the various financial communities to implement and strength the Trust 
business operation as concurrently and cooperatively. 
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